The resources of Dialogue on Diversity are once more brought together in the year’s richly articulated program on aspects of entrepreneurship, held in the Autumn quarter, Thursday, September 28th @ UNIDOS-US, Washington D.C., this year an Advisory on Fashion Agenda.

The title targets these dual themes for the day, highlighting our invigorated industry in a celebration of the special role of women and the Latin flavor of the occasion — a world of Fashion whose watchword is Style. A dynamic fusion of wit and energy highlight the special faculties of women as the key to Entrepreneurial achievement. While at once illustrating the special forms of Latin Style. Old skills and a fresh inspiration bring a telling new focus — the fine line between new and old that designers continue to evolve -- and break! XiNomara Velazquez Yehuda, our cultural envoy, along with Ma. Cristina Caballero, President/CEO of the Dialogue, introduce the Season’s multifaceted phalanx of Style Entrepreneurs.

**Topics**

- A Glimpse of the Future: Information technology and AI empowerment in Fashion Design
- Leveraging AI Powered Technology in Design Innovation, Branding and Marketing
- Special tasks of the Fashion Entrepreneur
- Business Plans of a Modern Fashion Enterprise
- The Roles of Newcomers: Finding a Place, The Style Centers

RSVP: [www.dialogueondiversity.org](http://www.dialogueondiversity.org) or [dialog.div@prodigy.net](mailto:dialog.div@prodigy.net)
Tel: 703-631-0650, 202-441-5323
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